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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

Welcome to the
President’s Corner

     This has been such a wonderful
year and all the thanks go to you,

the members of the Florida Artist Blacksmith
Association. On behalf of the entire Board of Trustees,
THANK YOU for your support and continued giving to
make the organization one of the best, if not the best, in
the United States. Have  a happy holiday season and a
prosperous and safe new year.
     This year was full of upward movement as we
continue to pass on the art of blacksmithing with our
membership, by last count, at three hundred twenty
members. This increase in membership is directly related
to the type and style of regional activity we have. There
are so many ways to approach a problem and we are
collectively blessed with members who think outside of
the box and are able to innovate. Thank You.
     At our Board Meeting in October I said that we would
have a face to face Board Meeting in January. Due to our
lack of a Treasurer, that will now be a telephonic meeting
and the date has not been set yet.  All who are normally
notified concerning a Board Meeting will be contacted.
Like all of our Board Meetings, this is a public meeting.
If you want to listen in or place an item on the agenda,
please contact me or your Regional Trustee.
     At the Conference we had an individual donate $1500
to bring in an International Blacksmith for the 2016
Conference! Now, this is the seed money and all of us on
the Board are asking for additional donations to see that
this request can be accomplished. All you have to do is
send a check to the Treasurer designating your gift for the
“International Blacksmith” and we (Kirk Sullens, our
Program Chair) will do the rest (The planning for
Conference never stops.) So think BIG and let’s see how
much we can amass for this effort!

     Keep working on the Journeyman Blacksmith
Program; and, if you see some new person at a meeting,
give them a warm welcome and ask them if they would
like to try blacksmithing.

 Be Safe and Happy Hammering,
                           John Boy Watson.

PROGRAM CHAIR’S
MESSAGE

Along with my apologies for
such a belated thanks, I want to
express my gratitude to everyone
who stepped up to assist in
preparation, setup, running, and
loadout of this years' conference.
Without all of you, from
teachers and assistants, to the
many hands of both selected
crew and volunteers, registration
staff, gallery staff, auction
workers, and everyone who help
me put away when we got home,

the conference could not and would not happen. I
especially wish to thank Helen, without whom things
would not happen at the right times and in the right places
without a great deal more effort.

Kirk



Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA)
is a not-for-profit organization chartered with the State of
Florida and is dedicated to promoting and expanding the
horizons of architectural, artistic and practical
blacksmithing while preserving the rich heritage of this
craft. FABA Officers and members assume no
responsibility or liability for injuries or damage caused as
a result of the use of any information, materials, design,
techniques, etc. contained in this newsletter, our website,
http://www.blacksmithing.org, our Facebook Page  or
provided at meetings or demonstrations.
Contributions to FABA are tax-deductible to the
extent provided by law.  FABA publishes the Florida
Clinker Breaker monthly and FABA membership includes
a subscription.  We solicit correspondence and unpaid
articles on any subjects related to FABA’s purposes.
Send to: editor@blacksmithing.org  Materials submitted
must be your own work and citations of others must be
clearly identified.  By submitting material, you are
allowing FABA to edit, print and post them to FABA’s
website.  ABANA Chapter newsletters may reprint non-
copyrighted material if it is credited to the author and this
newsletter.  You need the publisher’s permission to
reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.
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Hope your New Year starts with a bang!

Anvil Stand
– Steve Bloom, IronFlower Forge

A visitor to my shop asked me to describe the anvil stand under my 250 lb Kohlswa anvil, so I thought
I might as well share the information with FABA.

I got the idea from the John C Campbell Folk School. Determine the footprint of the anvil, then deter-mine the
board that is just wider than the minimum measurement of the foot. On my anvil, that's 10.5" x 11.5" so a 2 x 12 fitted
the bill. The corners are vertical angle iron 2 x 3/16" (length determined by the distance from the anvil's face to the
ground less the height of the anvil plus an inch or so). On the horn/tail ends, the base angle iron is welded with the
flange out to allow anchoring the unit to the floor. On the left/right sides, the verticals are connected by flat bar at the
base. About 12” off the floor, the verticals are connected by tool caddies under the horn and the tail - pipe sections for
hardies & angle and square tube for chisels. On the other sides is a square bar, drilled to accommodate a threaded
hook made from ½ x 13 all thread. A chain loop runs over the feet of the anvil and through the hooks. By running up
nuts on the bottom of the hooks, the slack in the chain is removed and the anvil is locked down. To change the height,
add or remove blocks of wood.



Calendar of Events

NE Jan 9 Pioneer Settlement for the
Creative Arts, Barberville

NW Jan 9  Bob Stott’s Forge, Day Dr.,
Bainbridge, GA, 39817 Ph229 515 0383

SE Jan 16, Tanah Keeta Boy Scout Camp
8501 SE Boy Scout Rd, Tequesta FL 33469

SW  Jan 23, Jerry Wolfe’s
Forge - cell 941-355-5615

Day Dr.

Bainbridge, GA

US  84

Havana, FL \/

GA 1

FL 63

US 84
Dothan Rd

US 27
Colquitt Hwy

State Line

The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere. Come
to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th
except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.
Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 9 AM to 4 PM
and you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings, please contact the Regional Coordinators:

Northeast Region Bob Jacoby 904-613-2626 bobjacoby@bellsouth.net
Northwest Region John Pfund 850-528-3280 johnwpfund@aol.com
Southeast Region Shaun Williams 954-274-4119 chevaliervaliant@yahoo.com
Southwest Region  Austin Haley     941-504-5138  harpblue4u@gmail.com



REGIONAL REPORTS
NE January Meeting
The NE January meeting will be held at the
Pioneer Arts Settlement January 9. NOTE
THE DATE CHANGE!
 Bring a dish to share and something for the Iron in the
Hat.

Bob Jacoby

NW - November Meeting
Hello Everyone, Greetings
from the Northwest region.

The November meeting
was held at Bill Adams
residence. In a special
honor, Mike Bettinger
was presented with
FABA’s honorary PhD
by President John
Watson and Dr. John
Butler.  Congratulations
Mike!

We had a pliers making workshop. About a dozen
people participated and I think about four pair of pliers
were made.

We had 3 forges, 7 anvils and 12 or 13 people all
concentrated in one fairly small area. It was controlled
chaos, with hot metal and sparks flying!  I want to thank
all those who participated, first for being willing to "give
it a try" and second for working together so cooperatively
and safely. Everyone was polite and all seemed to have a
good time.

We did have one minor eye injury as a result of
safety glasses being pushed up on the forehead. Safety
first, always!

We had a lot of good stuff in the iron in the hat and
The meal and the companionship were delightful.

The January meeting will be held Jan. 9 at Bob
Stott's in Bainbridge,Ga. This will be a joint meeting
of FABA and The Southern Bladesmiths. Bob and Ivey
will have several main dishes for us and ask us to bring
side dishes and desserts. Bob is also asking everyone
who is willing to bring a handmade knife to trade. He
will fill us in on the details of the knife swap when we get
there. Don't forget to bring something to put in the iron in
the hat raffle.

Hope to see you there!
 John Pfund.

SE -  October Meeting
Hello again everyone and thank you for joining us for our
monthly regional report.  The November meeting was
held at Tanah Keeta Boy Scout Reservation where we
performed our annual service, teaching the Blacksmithing
portion of the Metal Working Merit Badge to Boy Scouts.
Thanks to Ralph and Nathan Nettles, Sylvia Andrassy
and Peter Hill for their invaluable support and patience,
spending a long day forging with the Scouts.
  The following day, Sylvia Andrassy, Amy McGrotty
and I demonstrated in Downtown Fort Lauderdale at the
Open Streets Fort Lauderdale event.  Although the event
was rained out with a tornado warning, we had a great
time and got to meet and demonstrate blacksmithing to
hundreds of people before the event was canceled.  The
event organizers invited us back to demonstrate at a
fundraiser for Life Flight, a charitable organization that
provides free flight services to children in medical need.

Don’t forget next year’s SE Region Conference,
scheduled for February 19-21, 2016 in the Pompano/
Coconut Creek area.  We are talking with Quiet Waters
Park, hoping their location would involve more of the
public in our event.  If not, then we will hold the
conference at my shop, Dark Angel Armory & Forge,
with camping available at Quiet Waters Park.

We want next year’s regional conference to be bigger,
better, and with greater attendance than ever.  We have
two demonstrators so far, Joel Schwartz of Schwartz’s
Forge and Iron Works formerly from upstate New York
will be returning to demonstrate hydraulic forge press
iron work.  Nathan Nettles will be teaching the making of
a chili pepper key chain.  We are searching for a third
demonstrator, preferably someone from outside the
Southeast Region.  If anyone is interested, please contact
me at your earliest opportunity.  The full flyer will be
included with next month’s Clinker Breaker.

Our January SE Region meeting will be held at
Tanah Keeta Boy Scout Reservation, starting at 9 am.
We will continue to focus on pushing Southeast Region
members to obtain their journeyman blacksmith
certification, we will continue working on designing and
building demonstration grills.
  We will do a pot luck lunch.  The sign up list is on the
Southeast Region Facebook page.  Please check what
other people are bringing and add your item to the list.
  We will be doing an "Iron in the Hat."  So everyone
please bring any items that you would like to donate.  The
funds raised from Iron in the Hat go towards supporting
the SE Region.

Shaun Williams
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SW - November/December  Meeting
The SW meeting was held at Steve Berglund’s beautiful
new shop at his house in Winter Haven.  Steve’s wife
Janet must be really nice to let him get away with having
so much fun!  It was a pretty day and close to 20 people
were in attendance, including a number of new people
who had never been to a meeting before.  They were
warmly welcomed.

Harland Fisher demonstrated making a steak turner
out of 27 inches of 1/4” round
($12); then a hot dog fork out
of 29 inches of 5/16” round
($14).  Harland demonstrates at
many events and he talked
about how to make things that
will sell and how to look for
the perfect price that’s not too
cheap, but not too high.  To
illustrate his point, he made a
stake out of 26 inches of 1/4”
square stock to hold the hot
dog fork and transform it into a Cornish Hen fork ($22!).

 Harland’s easy way of talking while working lets you
know just how experienced he is and how much thought
he has put into his work.  He leaves the points of his fork
and turner squared because he thinks they grip the meat
better and also because it’s quicker and provides a
different texture.  He puts a twist into his handles, but
near the handle, not in the middle. It looks better that
way.

 Harland also
brought a gate that he
made at John C
Campbell Folk
School, a place he
goes whenever he can
and always takes the
beginner
blacksmithing
courses!  He’ll figure
it out some day.

Trez Cole talked about the three types of  hardy hot
cutters, the traditional straight edge and curved edge
cutters, beveled on both sides, and the offset cutter, which
is sheer on one side and beveled on the other.

For his demonstration, Trez shaped an offset hardy tool
out of a 1” x 1 1/4” x 5” piece of 4140 steel.

Cutting off the
blank for the
hardy was not an
easy job, but he
got it done with a
little help from
his friends, Phil
Pauley and
Harland Fisher.

An offset hardy provides you with the capability to
shear off the end of a piece of stock or leave an angled
cut.  Another tool that will let you work smarter.

Jerry Wolfe demonstrated his
flower design.  He told us there are
two ways to produce the blank for the
flower.  You can take a disk and weld
on a stem or you can take a
large bar such as 1" to 1 1-2" then
forge a portion to be the stem; then
"pancake" the remaining slug to a
disk.  Bring your power hammer.
Texturing/ veining can be done with
chisels / fillers or cross peen hammer.
 Janet provided us with a great
lunch and Steve took a late-arriving
16-year-old under his wing, showing him how to make a
chainsaw chain Damascus knife and then presenting him
with the knife.  A new blacksmith/bladesmith is born!

Our January Meeting will be at Jerry Wolfe’s
shop in Sarasota. There will be a Demo of Decorative &
Functional Items - hooks, hangers and wall hanging grill
by Jerry Wolfe.  And a Patina demo with a variety of
techniques and shades by
Mike Barton.  Come see
what colors you can put on
your ironwork.

David Reddy



PENNY FOOT TRIVET

By Gary Kemp

It’s all Lewis Riggleman’s fault.  About 10 years ago, I was minding my own business,
wandering through Cracker Country at the Florida State Fair.  I was admiring the
craftsmanship of the woodworkers, when I spotted this great looking hand-tied broom
with what turned out to be a hand-forged snake handle.  I chatted up Diane Riggleman
about tying brooms, all the while locked onto that cool handle.

When I asked about the handle, she introduced me to Lewis and he explained a little bit
of how he forged the handle.  As the discussion continued, he mentioned he taught
classes at his shop.  As luck would have it, he lives about 10 minutes from my home in
Dade City.

I signed up for his 3-day class and I was hooked.  In the subsequent years, I started to build up (hoard) tools until I was
able to build a shop.  Now retired, I am trying to spend more time honing my skill set.  I submitted an application for
one of the Scholarships and was fortunate enough to be selected.  It was a no-brainer to contact Lewis about some one-
on-one mentoring to work on my Journeyman skills.

The project I will highlight is a Penny Foot Trivet.  I made one during my first class back in the day,
and it was the item I selected to make and donate to the Conference Auction.

The piece consists of 4 pieces of 3/16” x ¾” flat bar.  You will need 3 pieces cut to 6” (for legs) and
one cut to 20” (the ring).  Some flat bar is rolled and some sheared.  The parent piece I used was
sheared so I started by chamfering the edges.  This step can be done cold.

Once the chamfering is complete, you will need to draw a 3” taper on one end of each
leg piece.  It is important that each taper be equal to make assembly easier.  On the
opposite end of the legs, you will need to center punch two marks at ¾” from the end
of the leg pieces.  That is the mark you will use to start your fuller.  Using a fullering
jig (thank you, Steve Bloom), fuller each leg to a thickness of about 1/4'”.  The
fullering will isolate what will become the penny foot from the parent stock.  Next,
draw a gentle taper from the fullering mark back toward the middle of the leg.  Once
the tapers are complete, round off the feet using the far edge of the anvil.

Now that all 3 legs are tapered and rounded, you will use half-on/half-off hammer blows to spread the feet to about 1
1/4”.  Put the legs aside (once you have measured each with the other to insure uniform pieces).

Now is the time to attack the trivet body.  Begin by drawing a 1” or so taper
on each end of the 20” bar.  This is not a critical measurement as it will be
overlapped for a forge weld later.  Once the tapers are complete, you will need
to start a rough circle.  Depending on whether you are using a gas or coal
forge, this step could move along quickly (gas) or take a number of heats
(coal).  If you have a favorite turning jig, now is the time to bust it out.  The
key here is to bring those two tapers together.  Once they are roughly in
alignment, give them a good stiff wire brushing and bring the ends up to
red/dull orange.  Pull them out of the heat and give them a good flux (I used
20 Mule Team Borax) and back into the fire.  Once you see the slightest
“sparkle” from the flux, pull out the piece and use light hammer blows to

make the forge weld.  In most cases you may want to brush/flux/reheat/hammer to insure the forge weld is solid.

(Gary demonstrated the Penny Foot
Trivet for the SW Region.)
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The trueing-up of the trivet body is your next step and is best accomplished using a cone
mandrel.  A cone mandrel is your friend.  I have made multiple trivets and have always
had access to a cone mandrel.  Once again, it is possible to true up the ring in one heat if
you are using a gas forge. You may need to return the ring to the anvil or treadle hammer
to keep your ring flat.

The next exercise is to center punch a point in the middle of the ring
(anywhere but the forge weld).  Using that as your beginning point,
you will need to mark 2 additional equal distance points around the
ring where the legs will be attached.  Again, if you have access to a jig
(thank you, Lewis) now is the time to find it.  If not, you can use a
pencil and a good old fashion elementary school compass.  Using
those center punch marks drill three 3/16” holes in the ring as well as
one hole in each leg.  Remember when we spoke of making all three
legs the same length?  If you did, you can simply measure down from

the tip an equal distance, center punch and drill a hole in the legs.  You should have
enough reveal on your rivets to equal 1.5 times the diameter of the rivet.  Insert the rivet
through the bottom of the ring and up through the leg.  The rivets can be set by cold
peening.

The final fine tuning is easily accomplished by isolating heat
from a torch to where the leg crosses the ring.  With the trivet
ring in the vise, heat and bend each leg to a 90 degree bend.
Lastly, using the torch, heat the shoulder on the penny foot and
bend each of them to 90 degrees out from the leg.

Final fit and finish is accomplished using your favorite method.  Mine were done with a solid
wire brushing using an angle grinder fitted with a cup brush, a slight heat from the forge/torch
and a generous coating of bee’s wax.

In closing, I would encourage you to consider applying for a scholarship in the future.  Much
like me, you will never know until you try.  Thank you to the Board, Scholarship Committee
and all the smiths willing to offer me encouragement along the way.

(Eagle Dad Forge)



Sent to the Clinker Breaker by Ronnie Fowler.  He says: “I never
enjoyed reading as much as I did this article.”
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BREAKER
JANUARY MEETING: We're s t a r t i n g o f f the New Year with a new monthly meeting day - the SECOND SATURDAY - JANUARY 11. 1986.
Our host for this first meeting i s Ted Crom at h i s home near Melrose, east of Gainesville. Ted is an ABANA member and hi s main interest i s
Horology. He has a f i n e shop and museum section of clock and watch making tools we'll be able to see. We're invited to come early and stay
all day. There i s plenty of space and you're welcome t o camp overnight. There aren't any restaurants nearby so be sure t o BRING YOUR
LUNCH. See the map f o r directions.
LAST MEETING: Our November meeting at Alva Hebert's shop i n Orange Park was very enjoyable---except f o r the absence of most of our
Panhandle members, including President Willard. The latest hurricane i n 50 years caused a lot of damage i n the Tallahassee area and kept
them close to the Homestead cleaning up. There were about 25 at Alva's to see his shop, to see the demonstrator and to enjoy the fine lunch
provided by Alva and h i s folks. Alva had h i s treadle hammer working. I t ' s the ABANA plan s t y l e and Alva got it finished just in time. It 's a
well-built machine that delivers a powerful blow. It'll be even better when Alva completes a base to keep i t steady. Alva's shop is roomy with a
dirtfloor, cypress slab siding and translucent fiberglass roof. He has a nice steel plate forge with heavy cast iron tuyree and side draw stack. His
blower i s a Champion electric with variac speed control. His main anvil is a big one and he has many other tools including post drill and 2 leg
vises. Steve Schwarzer. master blacksmith from Palatka, demonstrated h i s work. First he showed a good video tape narrated by himself. Then
he went to the forge and showed in person his skill in laying up & welding the Damascus billets . He explained the blade shaping, finishing and
handle making phases and showed some of his finished work - truly works of art by a skilled and articulate demonstrator. Thanks to Steve for a
good show and tell .

Steve makes Damascus welding look so easy that Doug Ronchon and David Willard joined in and tried it --- worked for them too.

After this fine lunch and our business meeting. Jerry Grice demonstrated leaf making. various twists and made a poker he donated to the
drawing. Thanks Jerry.
…
TIPS 8 TECHNIQUES
  -  How's this for a demonstration: At the California Blacksmith Ass'n Octoberfest '85. Jay Kidwell, having put on a 1930ist double- breasted suit
(complete with fedora and tie), after demonstrating various types of forge welds, wired together some odds & ends (like a revolver, a few odd
wrenches, hacksaw blades. bottle opener. piece of chain, piece of wrought iron. f i l e s and other assorted items) and proceeded to forge weld
them together into a billet subsequently turned into a Damascus-pattern k n i f e blade with pieces of the individual items for the handle. Sort of
like a patch-work. memory quilt (from Southern Ohio Forge & Anvil Newsletter).

 -  QUOTE FROM FRANK TURLEY - "Machinists work to tolerances, blacksmiths work to snug.* (From the newsletter of the Upper Mid-West
Blacksmith's Ass'n).

 -  When hot punching hammer eyes, be sure t o add a piece of fresh coal to the hole when it is 1/2" deep. Fresh coal not only provides gas to
keep the punch from sticking. but also creates a thin layer of carbon which insulates the punch from t h e hot metal. As each blow is struck.
using the punch handle for leverage, wiggle the punch i n the hole so as to be sure it is not about to be stuck. When the punch can no longer be
wiggled ever so little , immediately turn the steel over. with the punch underneath, and strike a hard blow or two with the hot steel on the anvil
edge. Such a blow has the tendency to open the hole a little and allow the punch to come free. When the hole is punched 2/3rds to 3/4th of the
way through, turn the steel and start the hole from the other side. Punch only about 1/16" deep, then turn the steel on its side. Hold the punch i n
the newly started hole and from the side, see i f the two sides are aligned. There seems to be an almost automatic tendency to hold the punch
for the second half of the operation towards oneself, which results i n a crooked eye. By using this technique it is  easy to correct an error.  Any
deeper than 1/16" will be difficult to correct, as the punch will follow an incorrectly started hole. All this must be done in far less time than it takes
to either read or write this. Quick. strong. decisive blows are the answer. AS my old mentor. John Catlin. used to say."Nobody never got
nowhere pettin' iron". (By Francis Whitaker from the newsletter of the California Blacksmith Ass'n).

 -  Since much smithing i s done with steel which has been salvaged. it is not always easy t o know if what you have is mild steel or high carbon
steel). The ability to produce tempering colors is not a reliable guide as even m i l d steel w i l l produce them with no affect on the metal itself.
Heat will not harden mild steel so a sure check is to go through the motions of hardening by heating to redness and quenching. Then try to file
the steel. If the file slides over the surface without cutting. it is tool steel. If it can be filed, you have mild steel. Since the hardened tool steel will
blunt the file, an alternative is to grind the end of the f i l e across so that it makes a cutter and try to scrape the steel. If it will not produce a
scratch on the heat treated steel, you hare dealing with tool steel (high carbon steel. It should easily make a mark on wrought iron or mild steel
after it has been heated and quenched. (By Percy W. Blandford i n "The Practical Handbook of Blacksmithing and Metalworking".

THE FLORIDA

Established May 18, 1985            January 1986

Excerpts from the January, 1986 Clinker Breaker, Walt Anderson, Editor
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Your FABA membership begins when your application and
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John Watson, FABA Treasurer
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